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How the Stars Vanish…         Dai Wei 
 
to hear the things we cannot see        Nina C. Young,  
 
Lines of acid dreams         James Diaz 
 
Things to Do in the Belly of the Whale       Aaron Holloway-Nahum 
 
 

HUB NEW MUSIC 

Michael Avitabile, flutes             Gleb Kanasevich, clarinet 

Meg Rohrer, violin/viola        Jesse Christeson, violoncello 

 

2022-2023 OUTPOST CONCERTS	

MIVOS QUARTET  ·  Oc tober  10 ,  2022  
HUB NEW MUSIC  ·  November  7 ,  2022  

SPL ICE  ENSEMBLE  ·  Feb rua ry  16 ,  2023  
ANN DUHAMEL  ·  March  16 ,  2023  

outpost.ucr.edu 

             
 
UCR ARTS is the perfect venue for your next special event! We offer a full range of flexible 
spaces and professional services for any event, small or large. For a site visit or pricing 
information, please contact: Amy Metcalf at 951.827.1467 or amy.metcalf@ucr.edu. 

 
 
 

 



 
ARTIST BIOGRAPHY 

 
 

Called “contemporary chamber 
trailblazers” by the Boston Globe, Hub New 
Music is a “nimble quartet of winds and 
strings” (NPR) forging new paths in 21st-
century repertoire. The ensemble’s 
ambitious commissioning projects and 
“appealing programs” (New Yorker) 
celebrate the rich diversity of today’s 
classical music landscape. 
 

Founded in 2013, Hub New Music has grown into a formidable touring ensemble 
driven by an unwavering dedication to building community through new art. Across 
its career, Hub has commissioned dozens of new works and continues to usher in a 
fresh and culturally relevant body of work for its distinct combination of flute, 
clarinet, violin, and cello. Hub is proud to collaborate with today’s most celebrated 
emerging and established composers, and is equally proud to count many of them 
as friends.  
 
Highlights in 2022-23 include concerts throughout the U.S. with presenters such as 
Boston’s Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, Arizona Friends of Chamber Music, 
Black Mountain College Museum and Arts Center, Soka Performing Art Center, 
Celebrity Series of Boston, and Brigham Young University. The group also has 
upcoming residencies at the University of Michigan, University of Southern 
California, and Brown University.  
 
Beginning in spring 2023, Hub celebrates its tenth anniversary with its largest 
commission project to date featuring new works from Andrew Norman, Tyshawn 
Sorey, Angélica Negrón, Marcos Balter, Donnacha Dennehy, Nico Muhly, and 
Jessica Meyer. As part of the project, the ensemble launches a fellowship in 
collaboration with the Luna Lab, awarded to recent alumna Sage Shurman. Other 
upcoming commission projects include a new concerto, The Bird While, for Hub and 
Symphonic Winds by Gala Flagello with the University of Michigan Symphony Band, 
and new quartets by James Diaz and Daniel Thomas Davis.   
 
Hub is also thrilled to give the world premiere of Carlos Simon’s Requiem for the 
Enslaved at Boston’s historic Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in October 2022. 
The work was recently released on Decca Classics, in celebration of Juneteenth. The 
album-length work honors the lives of 272 slaves sold by Georgetown in 1838, and 
also features trumpeter MK Zulu and spoken word artist Marco Pavé. Hub’s debut 
album, Soul House, released on New Amsterdam Records, was called “ingenious 
and unequivocally gorgeous” by the Boston Globe. The group looks forward to 
upcoming recording projects with Silkroad’s Kojiro Umezaki and the Asia America 
New Music Institute (AANMI).  
 
 
 


